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Abstract-A variable mesh deferred correction algorithm based on implicit Runge-Kutta formulae is 
described for the approximate numerical solution of nonlinear two-point boundary value problems, A 
strategy for automatically choosing the variable mesh spacing is described and this seeks to equidistribute 
an approximation to the global truncation error of the Rung+Kutta formula. The facility of being able 
to use a variable mesh extends considerably the range of applicability of Runge-Kutta methods and in 
particular allows the possibility of solving rather more difficult problems, such as those with mild boundary 
layers or turning points, in an efficient manner. An extensive set of numerical results is given to illustrate 
the various algorithms described and a comparison is made with the deferred correction code of Lentini 
and Pereyra appearing in the NAG library. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In two recent papers[4, 51 the present author has considered the application of certain variable 
order deferred correction algorithms, based on a special class of implicit Runge-Kutta methods, 
to the numerical solution of nonlinear two-point boundary value problems of the form 
dq’ 
z = f(x, y), y E R”, 0 5 x 5 1, (1.1) 
with boundary conditions 
g(y(O), Y(l)) = 0. (1.2) 
These finite difference methods generate an approximation to the vector y(x) on a grid 
~:0=x,<x*<x,<~*~<x,= 1. 
We assume, for the time being, that this mesh is equispaced so that Xj = x0 + j/z, 0 I j 5 N, 
h = 1 lN. We further assume that the solution y(x) of (1.1) is isolated and we denote by dy 
the restriction of y(x) to the grid II. 
All of the deferred correction schemes considered in [4] consist symbolically of the fol- 
lowing three steps: 
1. Use a “cheap” lower-order method 4 to compute a first approximation rl to dy: 
$47) = 0. (1.3a) 
2. Construct a local error estimator v/ which computes an estimate v(v) to the local 
truncation error @(dy) at each grid point in 7~. 
3. Compute an asymptotically more accurate solution ij using 
(1.3b) 
Note that q - v gives an approximation to the global truncation error in q. For a detailed 
explanation of these algorithms, and for some particular examples, the reader is referred to 
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[4]. Also in [4] some general conditions giving the order of deferred correction algorithms of 
this type, based on a general theory developed by Skeel[ 161. were presented. Some numerical 
results presented in [4] indicate that this deferred correction approach is generally efficient in 
cases where crude or engineering precision is required as well as for very large problems where 
storage is an extremely important consideration. The reason for this is that deferred correction 
methods of this type are able to achieve low to moderate accuracy solutions using relatively 
few grid points. We emphasise that for problems where high accuracy is requested we would 
expect high order methods, such as the one due to Lentini and Pereyra[ lo] io be generally 
preferable to those described in this paper. 
All of the numerical results that have been published for Runge-Kutta methods in Refs. 
4 and 18 have been for equally spaced meshes and the problems considered in these papers 
have had reasonably smooth solutions. It is well known, however. that for problems where the 
solution, or some of its derivatives, have sharp gradients (e.g. boundary layer or turning point 
problems) some sort of adaptive mesh refinement is essential if the method is to maintain its 
efficiency and, of course, problems of this type occur frequently in the literature. The main 
purpose of the present paper is to consider adaptive mesh algorithms for the Runge-Kutta 
methods developed in [4] and to compare their performance numerically. Since all of the methods 
described in [4] are truely one step in nature, mesh refinement algorithms are in theory rather 
straightforward to derive since there are no special difficulties near to the boundaries .r = 0, 1 
as there are with certain other high-order deferred correction schemes[6]. In Section 3 some 
extensive numerical results are given to compare the performance of the various algorithms 
proposed and some recommendations regarding the most promising approaches are given. All 
of the problems considered in Section 3 are linear ones so that the solution of the algebraic 
equations arising from the use of the Runge-Kutta methods presents no difficulty. We regard 
the problem of considering the possible nonconvergence of the Newton iterations, which might 
be present with nonlinear test problems, to be a separate issue beyond the scope of the present 
paper. Accordingly the problems we consider in Section 3 have the form 
4 - = A(x)y + F(x), 0 5 x 5 1, 
dx 
(1.4a) 
where ljA/l S 1. Such problems have small regions in which the solution changes rapidly (e.g. 
boundary layers or turning points) and in general the size of these regions of rapid change is 
O(E) where [[All = O(l/.s). It is particularly instructive to consider the singularly perturbed 
equation 
E $ = g(x)y + G(x) 
which is a special case of (1.4a). Here E is a small positive parameter. Well-known theoretical 
results for the solution of (1.4b) give some insight into the possible behaviour of the solution 
of the more general equation (1.4a) for IF]] very large. In [4] the problems considered 
were such that llAl[ = 0( 1) and so the asymptotic theory on which the step control procedures 
are based is valid. In this paper we examine numerically how these step control procedures 
behave as IlAll increases in (1.4a) [or, equivalently, E decreases in (1.4b)]. Although many of 
the problems which we consider have associated with them a small parameter E, we emphasise 
that our algorithms are not dependent on the problem appearing in this special form. Such 
problems are included only because it is instructive to obtain a “profile” of the performance 
of a method on the solution of (1.4b) as E decreases to zero. Indeed we would expect the main 
application of our methods to be to problems which are not of the form (1.4b). The reference 
to “mild” in the title of the present paper indicates that we are interested only in problems 
where the region of rapid change is not “too thin”, i.e. it should be greater than about 10-j 
on an integration interval of length 1. For very small E, problems of the form (1.4b) fall into 
the class of singular perturbation problems, for which there exists a very extensive literature, 
and special techniques designed specifically for the solution of these problems, rather than the 
methods discussed in this paper, should then be used. 
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In Section 4 we consider the integration of special two point boundary-value problems of 
the form 
? ” = f(X, y), U 5 X ~5 b, y(U) = y., y(b) = y,. (1.5) 
When solving such problems numerically it is in general inefficient, both regarding storage 
space and computational effort, to reduce them to a first order system. In Section 4 the extension 
of the approach described in the first part of this paper is briefly considered for the efficient 
solution of (1.5) and an embedded pair of two step Runge-Kutta formulae is derived. Finally, 
in Section 4 some numerical results are given for a particular test problem having the special 
form (1.5). 
2. MESH SELECTION TECHNIQUES 
Although mesh selection techniques are vital for the efficient numerical solution of a large 
class of two-point boundary-value problems, their theoretical investigation has only been begun 
comparatively recently (see, e.g. Refs. 8, 10, 13, 15, 19 and 20). Broadly speaking, mesh 
selection techniques which have been proposed so far for finite difference methods fall into two 
classes. There are the monitor methods investigated by, for example, White[ 191 and Kreiss[El] 
(which include the well-known coordinate transformation methods), which seek to simultane- 
ously compute the solution and the grid, and the so-called two pass methodsi 10, 11, 131. The 
main aim of monitor methods is to find a transformed boundary value problem which does not 
require the use of a non-uniform mesh in the new independent variable. Although we regard 
both of these two classes of methods as being of equal importance we will confine our attention 
in this paper exclusively to two pass methods since these seem to be rather more natural for 
use with deferred correction schemes. 
Many of the two pass mesh selection techniques which have been proposed have an 
underlying common theme-namely to equidistribute a particular quantity which is often a 
measure of the local truncation error. The aim then is to choose a transformed mesh so that 
this chosen quantity is less than a predetermined bound. Ideally we would like to find a mesh 
involving the minimum number of points necessary to compute the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) 
to the prescribed degree of precision. However, as we will see later, most mesh selection 
techniques do not seek to realise this idealised aim. In particular, care must be taken not to add 
“too many” points at any stage and many mesh selection techniques add points but do not 
allow points to be removed from the grid. A typical two pass method consists of the following 
stages: 
1. Set k = 0. 
2. Compute an approximation y ‘Ir) to the solution y of (1.1) (1.2) using a prescribed 
numerical method (usually an equispaced mesh is used if k = 0 unless we have some a priori 
information regarding the behavior of the solution). 
3. Compute an approximation T(ytk)) to the quantity T(y) that we have chosen to equi- 
distribute. 
4. If T(,x’“‘) is equidistributed stop. If not, redistribute the mesh in such a way that 
T(v li+“) is expected to be equidistributed, set k = k + 1 and return to step 2. 
Of course, in a practical implementation of this simple idea it would be necessary to have 
certain important safeguards. :t would be necessary, for example, to limit the maximum ratio 
of the largest to smallest grid spacings and to put an upper bound on k. For a discussion of the 
computational aspects in implementing two pass methods the reader is referred to in [lo]. 
One of the first attempts to implement a two pass algorithm was due to Pearson[ll, 121 
who chose to equidistribute the discrete solution itself. That is, he chose the grid spacing hi so 
that the discrete solution ?i satisfied 
jy, - y,_ ,I = I., i. a constant. 
However we might expect that such an approach would normally be efficient only for low 
accuracy solutions since there is evidence[ 151 that the method of equidistributing a low derivative 
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of the solution will only be a viable proposition if there is a large error in the discrete solution. 
Intuitively the quantity that we would wish to equidistribute when using a finite difference 
method is a norm of the local truncation error and it is well known that a function’s derivatives 
of order <k may not adequately reflect the local difficulty of a kth order method. The idea of 
equidistributing the local truncation error (LTE) was taken up by Pereyra and Sewell[ 131 who 
advocated equidistributing the quantity hfiPr,(y), where r,(y) denotes the local truncation error 
of the method and the integer p denotes the norm in which the error is being measured. Of 
course if p = CC this corresponds to equidistributing the LTE itself. A practical implementation 
of these ideas, proposed by Lentini and Pereyra[ 101, departs from this idealised situation in 
that they seek to choose a partition rc which is asymptotically equidistributed w.r.t. an estimate 
Ilri(y)II of the LTE in the sense that 
Ilri(Y)II = a1 + O(h)). 
They also impose the restriction that points can only be added to (i.e. not removed from) the 
mesh at any stage. For a justification of asymptotically equidistributed meshes based on a norm 
of the LTE and for a description of how to construct such meshes the reader is referred to Refs. 
10 and 13. Using this approach, Lentini and Pereyra[lO] claim to be able to efficiently resolve 
moderate boundary layers (i.e. those with a width ~10~~ in [0, 11). However, although the 
variable mesh algorithm which they propose usually performs well in practice, particularly when 
high accuracy is requested, it does have the possible disadvantage that the idealised situation 
on which the mesh selection procedure is based is not realised in practice. In Ref. 10 it is shown 
that after the kth step of the deferred correction procedure the local truncation error has the 
form 
hfkf2&+,(Xi) + O(hf”f4). 
It is well known that the function f,(x) is independent of TC whereas for k > 0 the function 
fk+ ,(xJ normally does depend on rr. Unfortunately the theory on which the deferred correction 
approach of Refs. 9 and 10 is based, Ref. 13, is strictly valid only if fk+ I(Xi) is independent 
of rr for all k. Lentini and Pereyra (Ref. 10, p. 95) postulate that the relatively poor performance 
of their algorithm on certain problems may be due to this fact. 
In constrast our approach is backed up by a general theory due to Skeel[ 161 and is equally 
valid for both uniform and nonuniform meshes. 
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a two pass algorithm for the Runge-Kutta 
formulae developed in Refs. 2 and 4 with the aim being to equidistribute the global truncation 
error in the L, norm. As was explained in the previous section, the final step of the correction 
process of a deferred correction algorithm based on Runge-Kutta formulae is given by (1.3b) 
and q - v is an estimate of the global truncation error in q. It is this approximation to the 
global discretization error which we will seek to equidistribute. Our aim will not be to contribute 
anything to the theory of this approach since, for one step methods such as ours, it is particularly 
straightforward and fairly well understood. We will follow in spirit the approach of Lentini and 
Pereyra in that we will seek a mesh such that 
we will never remove mesh points and we do not allow “too many” mesh points to be added 
at any stage ( we never allow the number of mesh points to more than double from one iteration 
to the next). In the next section we take the integration methods considered in Refs. 2 and 4, 
together with our mesh selection algorithm, and we apply them to a set of nontrivial test problems 
(non-trivial in that they demand a nonuniform mesh for their efficient solution). On the basis 
of these numerical results we will choose the approach which we feel to be the most promising 
and we will obtain some comparisons with the Lentini-Pereyra deferred correction code in the 
NAG Library on our chosen set of test problems. 
In this paper we will confine our attention exclusively to deferred correction codes and so 
the main competition with which we make our comparison is the Lentini-Pereyra code. However 
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it is important to point our that there already exists a widely used code based on implicit Runge- 
Kutta formulae in the shape of COLSYS[21]. This code has automatic mesh refinement and is 
often very efficient for the solution of two-point boundary value problems with mild boundary 
layers. Thus although we feel that it is a valid aim to restrict the present paper solely to an 
examination of deferred correction techniques we acknowledge that future work will have to 
involve a realistic comparison between our code and COLSYS. 
3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
A meaningful numerical comparison of different methods is a notoriously difficult and 
inexact task. In the author’s opinion this is even more true in the boundary value case than in 
the initial value case. The main reason for this is that in general the implementation of boundary 
value codes is fraught with many more difficulties than is the case with initial value codes and 
so a correspondingly higher programming effort is required to do justice to the underlying 
numerical formulae. In this paper we take the view that the purpose of our numerical testing 
is to eliminate obviously poor methods, and to obtain a pointer to which approaches seem to 
be the most promising, rather than trying to show that any one method is superior to all others. 
It is also important to bear in mind that the relative performance of two different methods on 
a particular problem often depends crucially on the relative costs of various arithmetic operations 
such as function evaluations, LU decompositions, backsolves etc. In choosing our test problems 
we felt that it was important to remember that it is the mesh selection strategies of our method 
that we wish to evaluate. In view of this we have purposely chosen problems which demand a 
good mesh spacing technique for their efficient solution but which are linear so that the possible 
nonconvergence of a Newton iteration scheme did not obscure the results. We feel that by 
adopting this approach the performance of our mesh selection procedure becomes more trans- 
parent and we have found the following advice of Pereyra (Ref. 15, p. 242) to be very sound: 
It is important o understand the performance of one’s mesh selection strategy well before it 
is obscured by inserting many precautionary features and sophisticated interactions. 
However it is appropriate at this point to mention some of the difficulties associated with 
nonlinear problems. The major problem is of course that, unless the initial mesh and the first 
approximation to the solution are “sufficiently good”, it may be that the Newton iteration 
scheme used to solve the nonlinear algebraic equations will fail to converge. In such cases a 
possible solution for singularly perturbed problems is to use continuation in E. There is, however, 
a further problem which may be present in both linear and nonlinear cases. This is that the 
initial mesh might be such that the code does not detect a turning point which is present. Our 
limited numerical experience suggests that this might present particular difficulties when the 
solution has an interior spike (an example of this is given in the results of problem 4). A possible 
way round this difficulty for singly perturbed problems has been given in Ref. 22. The idea is 
to obtain an initial approximation to the solution using an asymptotic expansion and to use this 
first approximation to determine a suitable initial mesh for use with the finite difference code. 
We hope to investigate some of these ideas at a future time. 
The basic integration methods which we use to obtain our numerical results are based on 
the Runge-Kutta formulae described in Ref. 4, p. 259. As we will now explain, there are two 
distinct ways in which these formulae can be used. Using the notation of Ref. 4, the first 
approach is based on the observation that an algorithm of order 2i can be defined by 
Pi(V) = O, Vi(ii) = -Pi+l(V)9 (3.1) 
where a?, denotes a Runge-Kutta method of order 2i. The difference q - v is an estimate of 
the global truncation error in 7 and it is 114 - ~11 which we will seek to equidistribute. The 
implementation of formula (3.1) is much more expensive per grid point than, for example, the 
Lentini-Pereyra deferred correction method. However the hope is that, for a prescribed accuracy 
requirement. algorithms of the general class (3.1) will be able to use considerably fewer grid 
points than are required by the Lentini-Pereyra approach. The numerical results given in this 
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section for the case i = 3, together with those given in Ref. 4, confirm that this is indeed the 
case. For a discussion of the efficient implementation of (3.1) the reader is referred to Ref. 5. 
The second approach is to consider the application of more than one deferred correction. For 
example, two eighth-order methods are defined by 
and 
rp2vil) = 0, vz(ri2) = -V)3(4,), (3.3) 
%(43) = Vz(42) - %(%). 
Later in this section we will give some numerical results for both (3.2) and (3.3) as well as for 
(3.1) with i = 3. For (3.2) we will choose our mesh so as to equidistribute l/q4 - 1;1J while 
for (3.3) we equidistribute [I& - &jl. A discussion of the way in which we equidistribute the 
mesh for (3.3) is given later in this section. For a full description of these methods in the fixed 
grid case, the reader is referred to Ref. 4. 
It is relevant to point out at this stage that for one of the deferred correction algorithms 
considered in this paper, namely for (3.1) with i = 3, it is possible to obtain a more efficient 
formula than we derived in Ref. 4. This development comes from deriving embedded pairs 
(~$~,4~+,). Each formula & defined in Ref. 4 has the form 
m-l 
Y n+l - Yn = h c Bi{f(x”+,,*+.~,Y,+,i*+,,) 
r=O 
+ f(&+ I/?-a,,Yn+ I/2-& (3.4) 
where a, = l/2, a,,,-, = 0. If we now assume that the formula 4i of order 2i is defined by 
(3.4) with upper limit in the summation being m(i) then, in applying the second stage of (3. I), 
it will be necessary to compute 
I 
m(i) - I m,,+l)-I 
h C Pi(YA+li*+i, + Yb+liz-2,) - . (3.5) 
i=O 
2 Bi(YA+liZ+a, + Yi+liz-0,) I 
It is clear that there will be some saving in computational effort if the formulae are embedded, 
i.e. ai = Zi for some i E [I, m(i) - I]. We now examine some particular cases. If we consider 
the fourth-order formula described in [4] we see the second and fourth order solutions v,, qz 
respectively are obtained using 
Here the correction term requires only one extra function evaluation. Similarly the sixth-order 
formula has the form 
42(09 = 0, dM72) = -&(a,). 
Here 
i42(Y)l” = Yn+I - Y” - ;(Yl+l + Y:l + 4_z+ li?) 
Y,+l+Y” h 
Yn+ II2 = -- 
2 
* (Yi+, - YL) 
and $j(y) is of the form 
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[43(Y)l” = Yn+l - Yn - N_PdYA+, + YA) + B,(X+,,,+,, + yA+,,2-u,) 
+ B2(Y:l+li2+u, + j;+l,2-u,)l. 
It is immediately seen that, in general, the correction term requires five extra function evalu- 
ations. A saving of two function evaluations per grid point would occur if Q, = 0 but a detailed 
examination of the order relations given in [2] reveals that, in this case, the order relations 
defining the formulae are inconsistent. In view of this we are unable to carry out the desired 
embedding for the fourth- and sixth-order pairs. However for the sixth- and eighth-order pairs 
some embedding is possible. To do this we need to derive an analytic solution to the order 
relations for the eighth order formula and this is given in the appendix. If we now make the 
choice a, = l/4, rather than a, = 118 as was given in [4], we obtain a deferred correction 
procedure which is of order 8 and which saves two function evaluations per grid point compared 
with the eighth-order formula of Ref. 4. We will give some numerical results illustrating the 
performance of this new method later in this section. 
Before presenting any numerical results we describe our mesh adaptation algorithm in 
some detail. To help us achieve this we confine our attention to (3.3)-similar strategies are 
also used with the other methods. We will assume that the current grid is 
x:0 = x0 < x, < x* . - * < x/y = 1. 
We call xi the ith grid point and [xi_ ,, xi] the ith interval. The steps which we go through are 
as follows. 
1. Compute a fourth-order solution 4, from 42(Q ,) = 0. 
2. Computer the sixth-order solution fi2 and if ]]42 - Q,]] 5 &, where .F is the requested 
tolerance, accept e2 as the final option. 
3. Compute e3. If ]]fi3 - QJ 5 & accept b3 as the final solution. 
Otherwise 
4. Compute the grid function 
ERR(i) = l/(43)( - (Q2)illt 0 I i 5 N, 
define ERR(i) = Max[ERR(i); ERR(i + l)], 0 5 i I N - 1 and let 
NT(i) = INT[(8 x ERR(i)/t)“6], 0 I i s N - 1. 
If Cr:i NT(i) 5 N + 1 then add NT(i) points to the (i + 1)th interval, 0 5 i I N - 1 and 
go back to step 1. 
5. If the mesh placement algorithm is trying to add too many points we attempt to locate 
the cause of the trouble i.e. a boundary layer or turning point. To do this we define 
MA = Max ERR(i), MI = Min ERR(i). 
If MA > 10 x MI and MA is attained at thejth point then add NT points to thejth and (j + 1)st 
interval where 
NT = INT[(8 x MA/2)“6]. 
Go back to step 1. 
6. If MA < 10 x MI halve the grid spacing everywhere and go back to step 1. 
We note from the above that there are some arbitrary parameters associated with our grid 
placement method. However we feel that the choice of these parameters is not critical. What 
is important is the basic underlying strategy which we summarise as follows. 
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(A) Estimate the number of points which need to be added to the current grid so that the 
global error is equidistributed on the new grid. 
(B) If the number of points to be added is less than the number of points in the current 
grid then perform the redistribution and compute a new solution. 
(C) Otherwise attempt to find out in which grid interval the “trouble” is occurring and 
attempt to add grid points only to this interval. 
(D) If we are unable to find such an interval then halve the grid size throughout and 
compute a new solution. 
In what follows we will describe our test set and the numerical results obtained in some 
detail. One problem which we are immediately faced with is how to define the initial mesh no 
since the results obtained will be heavily dependent on how many points there are in this initial 
mesh particularly at crude tolerances. We have chosen to scale all of our problems so that they 
lie in the range 0 I x 5 1 and initially we have taken a uniform grid spacing of h = 0.1 so 
that n, contains 11 points. We have solved all of the problems given by Pearson (Ref. 11, p. 
135) for E in the range 10-‘-10-4 apart from problem (b) which has a highly oscillatory solution 
and was found to be too difficult for the present implementation of our methods. To conserve 
space we present in detail the results obtained on only four test problems since these reflect 
very well the general performance of our methods. 
Problem 1 [ 141 
E du -- = y 
rtdx ’ 
u(0) = 0 
E dv -- = 
ndx 
E=U - v - E sinrtx, u(1) = 0. 
True Solution: u(x) = l/( 1 + 4E2)[Ae’lx + Be’>’ + 2.5 sinrcx + cosrrx], where r,, rz, A, B are 
constants given in [ 141. This equation describes the propagation of wind driven water waves 
with the solution having a boundary layer of thickness O(E) at x = 0. 
Problem 2 [Ref. 11, p. 135 problem (d)] 
Ey” - y’ = 0, Y(0) = 1, Y( 1) = 2, 
True Solution: Y(x) = 1 - exp( - l/~)( 1 - exp(.r/e))/( 1 - exp( - l/~)). Near x = 1 the 
solution rises from 1 to 2. 
Problem 3 
[E f (; - x)2]2y~f + [2E - 6(; - “)lly = 0, 
y(0) = y(1) = ---!--- 
& + 114’ 
True Solution: Y(x) = l/(s + (l/2 - x)‘). This is an artificial test problem constructed to 
have a spike of size 0( l/~) at x = l/2 and was the most difficult “interior boundary-layer” 
problem of those integrated. 
Problem 4[ lo] 
Y” = (e + Lx3Y $)” Y(0) = 2 . (E +11,4),,? = -Y(l). 
True Solution: Y(X) = (x - l/2)/[& + (x - l/2)‘]‘!‘. For 6 + 0, Y(x) + sign(x - 112). This 
problem has a turning point at x = l/2 of thickness 8”“. 
Our aim in integrating these problems was to see what could be achieved on the Imperial 
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College CDC 6600 using 25K words storage for the Runge-Kutta formulae and 65K for the 
Lentini-Pereyra code D02GAF appearing in the NAG library. This corresponds to the normal 
and maximum storage permits at Imperial for daytime “on-line” runs and the effect on our 
program was to restrict the maximum number of grid points for the Runge-Kutta methods to 
36 and for the code D02GAF to 400. The results obtained for the integration of these four 
problems are given in Tables l-4. When examining these results it is very important to bear 
in mind that, in addition to the Jacobian and function counts given in these tables, the algorithm 
based on (3.3) requires two matrix multiplications per grid point while the sixth-order formula 
requires six matrix multiplications per step. In addition the code D02GAF computes the Ja- 
cobians numerically whereas we have provided our methods with the exact Jacobian. In order 
to take account of this we count each analytical Jacobian as s function evaluations for a system 
of s first order equations. This means that, since all of our test problems are for a system of 
two equations, the function counts given in Tables l-4 equals the number of analytical Jaco- 
bians x 2 + actual number of function evaluations. We believe that this gives us a fair 
comparison of the number of function evaluations required by the different methods. Finally 
we remark that the global error estimate produced by our formulae normally becomes increasingly 
more accurate as the requested tolerance is made more stringent and this estimate almost 
invariably overestimates the true global error. In some cases our global error estimate was 
accurate to three or four significant figures and we thought it appropriate to design our stopping 
criterion to take account of this. We derived the following error control strategy which utilises 
these facts: if an accuracy of To1 was sought and E = lo-’ then the computed solution was 
accepted if norm of estimated error 5 2’ X Tol, where the norm considered is the unweighted 
absolute error norm. When this procedure is used it is still possible to obtain a solutjon with 
an error less than To1 while still keeping a realistic global error estimate by the following method: 
Suppose {y?} is the finally accepted solution at a grid point and Et-rest is the global error estimate 
at this point. Then if I/Errestl/ 2 Tol, take v, + Et-rest - To1 as the finally accepted solution 
at this point and the global error estimate in this modified solution is then Tol. 
In Tables l-4 we present the numerical results obtained for the integration of these four 
problems using the sixth-order method described in Ref. 4, (3.2), (3.3) and the code D02GAF 
in the NAG Library. It can be seen from the numerical results presented in Tables l-4 that the 
mesh selection techniques perform well (this is manifested by the fact that the requested accuracy 
is normally obtained). The results are as might be expected with the lower order method (3.2) 
performing well with E = 10-l and at crude tolerances, with (3.3) and the sixth order methods 
becoming more efficient as E decreases. For the smaller E, D02GAF performs the best for high 
tolerances because 36 points are not sufficient for the Runge-Kutta methods to properly resolve 
the boundary layers. However for crude tolerances the Runge-Kutta methods generally perform 
very well compared with D02GAF. This is especially true for problem 4 where the code 
D02GAF fails to detect the boundary layer in some cases. Also, of course, if storage space is 
the prime consideration then the Runge-Kutta methods will always be preferable to D02GAF 
at these crude tolerances. Such a situation might occur when very large problems are solved 
and some examples of this are cited in Ref. 4. 
4. ADAPTIVE RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS FOR SPECIAL 
SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS 
In this section we extend the general ideas developed in Section 2 to deal with the special 
second-order two-point boundary-value problem 
\‘I’ = f(x, J-1. ?,(O) = y,, y(l) = yh;, 0 5 X 5 1. (4.1) 
It is generally worthwhile to develop special methods for the solution of (4.1) since it would 
normally be inefficient to rewrite this problem as a first-order system unless a value for _v’ is 
specifically required. Converting (4.1) to a first order system normally increases both the 
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computational effort and the storage requirement. We note in passing that the approach to be 
described in this section can be extended in a straightforward fashion to the special equation 
P’ = f(x, y), _P’(O) = g,. 
y”‘(l) = ylu, O’i5p - 1. 
(4.2) 
Algorithms for the numerical integration of (4.1) can be derived using the general deferred 
correction approach (3.1). To demonstrate the approach we will give a sixth order method based 
on two particular formulae &, 4, but it will be clear that the approach can be extended 
immediately to other similar formulae as well. For the fourth-order formula C#J~ we use the well- 
known Numerov method: 
7 
[&(v)ln = rln+I - 211, + vn-I - $ kc+, + 1oq:: + $-,, = 0. (4.3) 
This method has been widely used for the numerical solution of (4.1) and, in particular, since 
it has a global error expansion in even powers of h only, it can be used as the basis for an 
effective deferred correction algorithm[7]. If, however, we apply the deferred correction ap- 
proach described in Section 2 we need to derive a two-step Runge-Kutta formula of order 6 
which is such that it can be written solely in terms of ye,,_ ,, q,, and 7, + , Such formulae have 
been widely used in the numerical solution of periodic initial value problems of the special 
form (4.1) (see, e.g. Ref. 3) and in Ref. 3 a general procedure for deriving and analysing sixth 
order formulae of the desired structure is described. Using this analysis we can, after much 
tedious algebra, derive the sixth-order two-step Runge-Kutta formula 43 given by 
[ddv)ln = rl,s+, - 2rln + vn-, - W(vl::-, + rl::+,)/60 
+ 13rl::130 + 4(ij::+,,2 + $_,Q)i 15) (4.4) 
with 
en+,,2 = llrln+, I32 + 13r/,,/ 16 - %/_,I32 
+ h”(-7$+, I32 + r/:/24 + 5~;;_,/192) 
and 
jj,,-l!? = (VII + qn_,)/2 + h’(5rl;,, 1384 - 17$/192 - 19&,/384). 
Since the way in which this pair of formulae is implemented is exactly the same as that described 
earlier in this paper we will not discuss these details. Higher-order formulae can be derived in 
the way described in Ref. 3 where the general class of these formulae is defined. We complete 
this section by giving some numerical results. The problem considered is a very well known 
one due to Stoer and Bulirsch[ 171: 
$y)’ = y + cos%x + 2&Y cos2nx, y(0) = y( 1) = 0. 
This problem has a boundary layer at both ends of the range of integration and was designed 
so as to trap simple shooting methods. The results for the integration of this problem are given 
in Table 5 where we also give the estimate of the global error. A maximum of 80 points were 
allowed for the Runge-Kutta method and 400 points for the code D02GAF. As is to be expected 
the Runge-Kutta method based on (4.3) and (4.4) is considerably more efficient than D02GAF 
on this problem. When giving the number of function evaluations for the deferred correction 
Adaptive Runge-Kutta methods 
Table 5. Problem 5 
617 
Deferred correction D0’GAF 
Tol. EPS Points Jac F” Error Error Est. Points F”. Error 
10-l 10-I II 22 99 .78 x IO-’ .82 x IO-’ 17 234 .4 x IO 2 
10-z 10-l 11 22 99 .78 x IO-’ .82 x IO-’ 17 234 .4 x IO : 
10-s 10-I 11 22 99 .78 x IO-’ .82 x IO-’ 17 268 .9 x IO ' 
1O-4 10-I 11 22 99 .78 x JO-’ .82 x IO-‘ 17 302 .7 x IO 4 
10-t 10-z 15 52 182 .54 x 10-l .I2 x 10” 147 2108 .8 x IO ’ 
10-Z 10-J 23 68 238 .I5 x 10-I .20 x IO_’ 169 SO64 .2 x IO ’ 
10-S 10-l 39 100 350 .I7 x 10.’ .I8 x IO-: 257 6230 .2 x IO 2 
lo-” 10-I 55 132 462 .36 x IO-’ .37 x IO_’ 250 61.53 .2 x IO 4 
10-l 10-l 43 I86 651 .65 x IO-.’ .2l x IO” 260 7372 .8 x IO ' 
10-z 10-l 68 268 938 .I5 x 10-l .lI x 10-I f 
lo-’ * : 
10-q * ; 
*Denotes > 80 points required. 
TDenotes > 400 points required. 
method we again take account of the fact that the Jacobian is given analytically. The counts 
given under the heading “F”” are obtained as actual number of function evaluations + number 
of Jacobians. 
5. CONCLUSION 
The main purpose of the present paper is twofold. Firstly, we have implemented two 
variable order codes of the type described in Ref. 4 to allow the possiblity of variable grid 
spacing. We then subjected our algorithms to a series of test problems having finer and finer 
boundary layers to see how the step control procedure performed. It can be seen from the results 
of Section 3 that our algorithms perform well even in the presence of mild boundary layers and 
in particular they are competitive with the NAG Library code D02GAF at crude tolerances. 
Of course, if we are in an environment where storage space is the over-riding consideration, 
perhaps because the problem being solved is extremely large, then the Runge-Kutta methods 
are always to be preferred. 
Our second aim was to derive a method for the special second-order two-point boundary- 
value problem y” = f(x, y). A variable step implementation of this method performs very well 
in the presence of mild boundary layers and, as is to be expected, is in general considerably 
more efficient than D02GAF on this special class of problems. All of the methods derived in 
this paper are for mild boundary layers. For more severe boundary layers special methods such 
as singular perturbation approaches are to be preferred. Finally, we should point out that the 
results obtained in this paper were generated using as unsophisticated program. The final 
remaining step in our approach is to write a production grade code. 
Achxow/edgemenr-The author gratefully acknowledges many fruitful conversations with his colleague John Barrett 
and the helpful comments of the referee. 
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APPENDIX: 
Y,+, - .v. = 
P0 = 
PI = 
I?? = 
P, = 
c, = 
ANALYTIC SOLUTION FOR EIGHTH-ORDER FORMULA 
w”(Y:+ I + Y:) + Pd~:+li*+“, + 0:+,9 _,I,) + BdY,:~,~*+.2 + Y:+,,?-“J 
+ m:+,iz+“, + y:+,,, _-‘I,) + 2~~(Y6+!,2)~’ 
1 (IO + 28(a: + a:)) -- 
6 105(1 - 4a:)(l - 4ai)’ 
0. 
-(28ai - 3) 
1680ai(l - 4ai)(ai - ai)’ 
28a; - 3 
1680aj(l - 4ai)(ai - as)’ 
A,?.+, + B,y,, + h{C,vl+, + D,.vi). 
BIY”,, + A,v., - h{D,vl+, + C,?,:}. 
f(1 - a,)(2a, + I)‘, B, = ;(I + n,)(2a, - I)‘. 
Y”+it2*“z = Aom+, + E,y. + h{C2.v:+, + Dzy: + Ez?;:,,,:,,, + F,S:+,.z-,,}, 
j.+,,z_., = Bzy.,, + Azy. - h{D?y:c, + C,y6 + F&;+w+., + E:j.+,,,-,.,}. 
A2 = (I + w)/2, BI = (1 - w)/2. CL = (r + s)12, D, = (r - s)i2, 
El = (u + v)/2, F2 = (u - v)i2, 
Adaptive Runge-Kutta methods 
where 
619 
a,(4ai - I)’ (4ai - I)’ 
JJ = (4~; - 1)(2Oa; - I)’ ” = 16a,(4a; - I)’ 
r = f {a2(4u; - I) + (1 - 12a;w, + F,)}, 
s = $ (4ai - I) - 2a,(E, - F‘?). H’ = 2(a: - (C, + D? + E, + F,)), 
-7 n+ I 2t”) = A+,+, + B,y,, + h{C,.v:+, + D,y,: + E&L,,,,,,, + F,jl+w -,A, 
+ P i’ 3. JJf 1’2tiq + Qi.~6+,~~-,,21. 
.tn+i.?-.~ = B,g,,+, + A,!,, - h{D,yI+, + C,y: + F,j,:+,.,+,<, + E&+wu, 
+ Q,_T,:+, 2 +,,, + PI.?,:+, I-.~). 
3 - 28~: I 
2, = 
1680a,(4ai - l)(ai - a$%’ 
z2 = 
I05a,/11(20a~ - 1)(4uj - I)’ 
P, = (Z, + Z2)/2. Qx = (Z> - Z,)12, 
A> = (I + )2,,)/2. Bi = (1 - w,)/2, 
C, = (r, + s,)/2, D, = (r, - s,)i2, 
E3 = (u, + v,)12. Fi = (u, - v,)i2, 
a,(4ai - I)’ - (P, + QX20a; - 1)(4u; - I) 
u, = 
(4ui - 1)(2Oui - 1) 
ai(I - 2ai) - 2u,(l - 4aS)(P, - Q3) - l/8 
v, = 
2u,(l - 4ai) 
r, = i [u,(4ui - I) + (E, + F,)(I - 12ai) + (P, + QI)(l - 12a:)], 
s, = ai - f - 2u,(E, - F3) - 2u,(P, - Ql), 
W’, = 2{a, - (C, + DT + E, + Fi + P3 + Qd}. 
.?.+I~? = A,(yn-, + Y.) + h{C,o’:+, - rl) + Uj,:+m+o, - Y:+m-.,) 
+ P,(.~.-,.z+,‘> - _v:*,e-.J + x,w+,,,+,,, - PL*,~?-.,)~, 
A, = ;, P, = 0, X, = 
3 - 28~; 
336Ou,~,(4uj - I)(ai - a:)’ 
I 
E, = 
4a,(4ai - I) 
L + 4u?P,(l - 4a$ + 4u&(l - 4a:) 
8 
$ + 2a,E, + 2u,P, + 2aXl 
a,. a,, ai distinct and # 0 or l/2 
